Bereaved by Suicide
We know that in Ireland today there are
many people grieving the loss of a loved one
through suicide. Grief is a natural and normal
reaction to the death or loss of someone
close. Grief is unique to each individual.
There is no ‘right way’ to grieve. Few of us are
prepared for the long journey though grief,
which is sometimes devastating, frightening
and almost always lonely.
The initial reaction to news of a death can
be one of shock, disbelief and numbness.
These feelings are very normal and are
nature’s way of gently sedating us to give us
time to begin to realise what has happened.
These feelings may be even more intense
when the death is sudden or unexpected.
When a death by suicide occurs, relatives of
the deceased are unlikely to have had the
opportunity to say goodbye. The funeral
may give families the chance to arrange and
plan what they feel is an appropriate farewell.
This may give some sense of comfort.

Supporting the Bereaved
It can be difficult to know what to say to
someone who has been bereaved by suicide.
In Ireland, a lot of stigma around suicide still
exists. Following a bereavement by suicide
the family can feel very alone and lost, and
may struggle to make sense of it all.
If someone close to you has been bereaved
by suicide, then SHOW YOU CARE.

SHOW YOU CARE
Start by offering your condolences
Have a few simple words prepared
Open up a space for the person to speak
Wait patiently without intrusive questions
Your mere presence is important
Offer practical advice and support
Understand some days will be especially bad
Carry out a small act of kindness
Accept the person where they are at
Remind the person of supports available
Evaluate your own needs
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How the CSEAS can help
The CSEAS is a support service which
offers a wide range of free and confidential*
supports designed to assist civil servants
in managing work and/or life difficulties.
Employee Assistance Officers (EAOs) are
available to speak to and meet with civil
servants who are in any way affected by
suicide.
The CSEAS website has many useful and
relevant publications on health and wellbeing, minding your mental health, stress
management and bereavement. For more
information, please contact us as follows:

Phone: 0761 000 030
email: cseas@per.gov.ie
www.cseas.per.gov.ie

Phone: 0761 000 030
email: cseas@per.gov.ie
www.cseas.per.gov.ie

Mission Statement

* See website for exceptions to confidentiality.

To offer a quality resource and support
service for all staff which positively affects
both individual health and well-being and
organisational effectiveness
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Introduction

Changes in Mood and Behaviour

Many of us know someone who has thought
of, attempted or died by suicide. Suicide is
not limited to any one particular group and
has the potential to affect any one of us.
Many people who are suicidal want to end
their pain and suffering rather than their life.

Warning Signs:
• A suicide attempt or other act of self-harm
• Expressing suicidal ideas/thoughts
• Uncharacteristic language
• Preoccupation with death or violence
• Loss of interest in one’s self
• Social withdrawal and isolation
• Abuse of alcohol or drugs
• Giving away personal possessions

Think about what you have observed
Ask the person how they are
Listen to their response
Keep the conversation simple

Risk Factors:
• Major life changing events
• Untreated mental health issues
• Diagnosis of a major physical illness
• Impulsive or risk-taking behaviour
• Relationship breakdown
• Loss through bereavement
• History of death or suicide in the family
• Access to a means of suicide

resources and supports

There can be a number of reasons why
someone attempts suicide. There may also
be some warning signs and associated risk
factors. For those bereaved by suicide, the
sense of loss and grief experienced can
be enormous. The question “Why did it
happen?” may never be answered.
If you are concerned for yourself or someone
else it is important to talk about what is going
on. A timely, open and honest conversation
around suicide with someone you trust can
be extraordinarily helpful in highlighting
the issues and the resources and supports
available.

What to look out for
You might not have seen in advance any
noticeable warning signs of distress in the
person who has died by suicide. Although
it is not possible to predict suicide, there
may be some indications that a person is
considering taking their life.
What you are looking out for is a significant
change or difference, over a period of time,
in a person’s mood or behaviour. You need to
look at the change or difference in the overall
context of the person you are concerned
about, in order to determine if the person is
at risk and experiencing serious distress.

N.B.
These warning signs and risk factors in
isolation might not be a cause for concern.
However, if a number are present at any
particular time this may indicate that
someone is really struggling.

It is good to TALK IT OUT
If you are concerned for someone, the most
helpful thing you can do is to talk to them
about what is going on for them. Here are
some ideas that may assist you with that
conversation.

TALK IT OUT

Identify resources and supports
Try to encourage access to relevant services
Offer to help in whatever way you can
Use your own supports to help yourself
Talk to the cseas for guidance
If you, or someone you know is in crisis right
now consider contacting any of the following:
• The local GP/GP out-of-hours service
• The A&E Dept. of the local hospital
• 999/112 in the case of an emergency
There are also a number of organisations that
provide information and support to anyone
affected by suicide.
www.samaritans.org

Tel.

116 123

www.console.ie

Tel.

1800 247 247

www.pieta.ie		
www.livinglinks.ie

See website

Tel.

087 4122052

www.suicideorsurvive.ie Tel.

1890 577 577

